SIMPLY BETTER

MEETINGS
PGI’s award-winning GlobalMeet web conferencing is for
businesses that need a better meeting solution. This

enterprise-grade solution drives productivity with essential

easy-to-use features that enable more effective collaboration
from desktop and mobile devices. Conduct meetings easily
from the office or on-the-go. GlobalMeet’s performance,

universal access and intelligent design provide a superior
meeting experience, at an unmatched value.

IMPROVE COLLABORATION
ACROSS YOUR
ORGANIZATION
Collaborate More Effectively with an Easy-ToUse Solution That Satisfies Multiple Needs
Whether you need a solution for team meetings or
customer presentations, GlobalMeet’s extensive global web
conferencing capabilities and integrated audio provide the
perfect platform for sharing content and ideas.

Advantages

START MORE MEETINGS ON TIME
WITH ONE-CLICK ENTRY—NO
DOWNLOADS REQUIRED

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY WITH
AN EASY-TO-USE SOLUTION

Visit www.pgi.com/globalmeet to learn more.

COLLABORATE ANYTIME
ANYWHERE ON ANY DEVICE

SIMPLY BETTER MEETINGS, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.
Enjoy a Dedicated Meeting Room

Collaborate Globally

Accommodate up to 125 participants in a
meeting room with a personalized and permanent
web address.

Host meetings from anywhere with guests all
over the world.

Work Faster with Convenient
One-click Access
Schedule and manage your meetings with
one click from your desktop, mobile device or
Outlook Toolbar.

Start More Meetings On Time
Join quickly and easily with no dial-in numbers,
passcodes or downloads required.

Connect to Audio However You Want
Connect to audio via toll/toll-free phone or
computer with GlobalMeet’s hybrid audio
capabilities.

Share Content Easily
Share your desktop or various file types from
your GlobalMeet File Library. Upload files and
avoid paying external cloud storage fees.

Maintain Productivity Across Devices
Gain universal access and a consistent design
across desktops, tablets and phones.

Easily Record and Distribute
Your Meetings
Record meetings with one click and send
links to meeting recordings from within the
application.

Stay Engaged While On-the-go
Enhance Your Meetings With Video
Stream video files from your File Library in high
quality full-screen mode.

Quickly transfer an ongoing meeting from your
computer to a mobile device or vice versa.

Expand Your Reach with
GlobalMeet Webinar
Upgrade to GlobalMeet Webinar to host events
with up to 325 participants.

About Premiere Global Services, Inc. | PGi
PGi is the world’s largest pure-play provider of collaboration software and services. PGi’s unified collaboration platform
empowers business users and teams to connect, share ideas and manage projects with the simplicity and everywhere-access
of the latest cloud technologies. PGi has a global presence in 25 countries, and its award-winning solutions provide a collaborative advantage to nearly 50,000 enterprise customers, including 75% of the Fortune 100™. In the last five years, PGi has
helped over a billion people worldwide connect, collaborate and get work done—in teams, large groups and one-on-one. For
more information, visit PGi at pgi.com.
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